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 MIRACLES CAN’T BE LOCKED DOWN  

 

Scriptures: 1 Kings 17:1-16, Exodus 34:10, Psalm 136:4, 86:10, Deut.10:21   

Group Opener: (Choose a question for your connection group to discuss.) 

1. Do you believe in miracles? Why and why not?  
2. Were you a recipient of a miracle recently? Can you share it to the 

group?  
 

Discussion Questions: 
  Group Facilitator – It is not necessary to use all the questions.  Select 

ones that will stimulate the most response from your Life Group. 
 

1. How would you define a miracle?  

2. What are the key elements given in this sermon for an event to be called 

a miracle? (Answer: Divine intervention, not explainable by normal 

human means, given to validate a messenger or a message).  

3. From the Old and New Testament characters that were locked down, who 

is your favorite? Why? 

- Noah (Genesis 6:6-18, 7:1, 8:1) 

- Joseph (Genesis 39:20-23) 

- Daniel (Daniel 6:1-28 (16-27) 

- Paul and Silas (Acts 27: 20-25; Acts 16:31-32) 

4. Pastor Allan talked about – Recognizing your Miracle. What do you think 
are the hindrances why we can’t recognize a miracle even when it is 

already knocking at the door?  

5. Why is miracle and sanctification inseparable? Joshua 3:5  

6. Is God obligated to do a miracle simply because a need exists? Why and 

why not?  Jeremiah 29:13, Matthew 6:33 

7. What are the conditions that we need to meet in order to receive our 

miracles? Please share at least one and explain. (There are three.) (Note: 

Let others share the other points)  

8. There are only two ways to live your life. One is as though nothing is a 

miracle. The other is as if everything is. Which one are you?  
9. Do you think it is right for prophet Elijah to ask bread from the poor 

widow? Yes or no and why? 1 Kings 17:12-14  

10. Nick Vujicic said, when God doesn’t grant your miracles, remember that 

you are the miracle he sent for somebody else. Is this true to you today? 
Or are you sensing that God is sending you to somebody today not 

physically but maybe through a call? If so, who is that somebody? And 

will you obey?  
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Intentional Discipleship: 

How can this passage bring transformation to my life?  What specific action do 
I need to take?  What practical lessons can we share with those that we are 

discipling? Write it down!  Start applying it!  Share it with others! 

 

 

CG Action Steps 
 

• Make every effort to follow up the members of your connection groups 
through social media platforms.  

• Talk to your CG and ask how you as a group can be a miracle to 
somebody this week.  

• If you know somebody that is discouraged because of this crisis, as a 
group try to reach out even through a call.  

• As a connection group, initiate accountability among the members. 
Encourage every member to be in the WORD. Use a notebook to journal 

daily meditations.  
• Have a spare bible always ready to be given to any one who will be 

interested. Then if you do, then follow up the person to whom you gave 

the bible by doing LTG with that person. Do LTG only with a person of 
the same sex. If the recipient of the bible is of the opposite sex endorse 

him/her to our brethren of the same sex.  
• What leadership trainings do your members need to take? Have they all 

completed our IDT levels of spiritual development? If not, what is holding 
them back?   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 


